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League Policy Direction
League’ Strategic Goal for Both 2015 & 2016:
 Update the Local Government Tax Structure to Respond to
the New Economy and Stimulate Economic Growth.
Consistent with existing constitutional protections for property,
sales and local taxes, develop and enact reforms to the local
government tax structure to respond to the growth in ecommerce, the shift from the consumption of goods to the
consumption of services, changing patterns of commerce and
innovations in technology.

Why We Are Here:
• There are problems, and there are some potential
solutions…but…nothing easy about making changes in this
sensitive policy area. We will need your engagement and
assistance.
• Big difference between internal policy discussions and when
proposals are advanced in the political arena.
• Critical to update city managers on where things stand, to
build awareness and sufficient consensus necessary for the
League to move forward.

The Problem:
Sales Tax
is an Eroding
Revenue Base

Sales Tax Collections
Revenues per capita inflation adjusted

Source: California State Board of Equalization (Sales Tax), CA Dept of Finance (Population), CA Dept of Industrial Relations (CPI)
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Local 1% Sales Tax Revenue
as a Percent of Personal Income

Source: California State Board of Equalization (Sales Tax), US Dept of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis (California Personal Income)
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Why Is This Happening?
 Economy driven more by services than sales of tangible goods;
 Difficulty collecting taxes from remote internet sales;
 Changing retail marketplace – shifting to distribution from large
warehouses rather than mainstreet purchases-- can change
where sales tax is allocated;
 Games played by tax consultants and corporations seeking local
rebate agreements to shift where sales tax is allocated, and
 Overall tax rates (combined state and local rates) approaching
10 percent in some areas, resulting in higher rates for
consumers on a narrowing base.

The Ins and Outs of State & Local Funds

Local 1% Sales Tax Revenue
as a Percent of Personal Income
Consumer spending
growth is in:






Housing
Healthcare
Food
Entertainment
Education

Source: California State Board of Equalization (Sales Tax), US Dept of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis (California Personal Income)
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Major Issues and Fixes
• Expanding the base:
o Digital goods
o Services.

• Allocation:
o County pools
o Tax shifting agreements
o Destination sourcing

League Policy:
Sales and Use Tax Base
The League supports modernization to the sales tax
through measures that would either:
o broaden the tax base on goods, which includes
reviewing existing exemptions on certain goods
and expanding to digital forms of goods that
are otherwise taxed, and
o expanding the sales tax base to services, such
as those commonly taxed in other states.
Specific proposals in these areas should be
carefully reviewed so that the impacts of any
changes are fully understood.

Taxation of Digital Sales in the States (2012)
No Sales
Tax

Digital
goods
not
taxed

No Sales
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Digital
goods
taxed

No Sales Tax

Source: Mazerov “Expanding Sales Taxation of Services:
Options and Issues, Center on Budget and Policy Priorities

Digital Goods
Explore a legislative fix to the discrepancy between
taxes levied on goods in tangible vs. digital form, to
include the growing market share of digital goods,
including music and e-books.
Total lost revenue $150 million per year; Bradley
Burns 1% loss is $18 million.
Costs to vendors and BOE associated with this
expansion are negligible.
League staff was provided direction to take action.
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Professional sports (34), amusement parks (34),
circus/fairs (33), cultural events (29), bowling alleys (26)
Private club memberships, golf
Health clubs
Marina services
Laundry / dry cleaning
Garment, shoe repair or alteration
Automobile repair (20), washing (19), rustproofing (24)
Appliance (incl. TV) repair (23), installation (22)
Carpet / upholstery cleaning
Remodeling – Labor
Exterminating
Landscaping / lawncare
Swimming pool cleaning
Digital downloads

X

Source: Mazerov “Expanding Sales Taxation of Services:
Options and Issues, Center on Budget and Policy Priorities

Home repair / Personal property Amusement /
installation / repair / installation entertainment
maintenance
/ maintenance
/ recreation

… But Not California

*States plus District of Columbia
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Service Taxes
Support applying sales and use tax to services commonly taxed in other
states, including repair, maintenance, recreation, and entertainment
categories.
The economic activities linked to these services have impacts on public
roads, services, utilities, and health.
The foregone sales tax revenue in California from not taxing exceeds $5
billion per year including over $600 million to the local Bradley Burns 1% rate.
The committee discussed a variety of courses of action including:
o lower rates while broadening the base and seeking a revenue neutral yet
sustainable tax rate across the board.
o potential need for a constitutional amendment to adjust tax rates and
the extent of tax base expansion.
League staff was provided direction to consider the various
options while materializing next steps.

County Pool Issue:
Sending Bradley Burns to True Situs
What’s in the Pool? (largest components …)
 Private party sales of vehicles,
 Catering trucks, itinerant vendors,
vessels, aircraft, mobile homes
vending machine operators
 Some use tax from contractors
 Merchandise shipped directly to
 Long term leases of personal property
consumers from outside state

Pool allocated proportionate to other taxable sales

(not to specific jurisdiction of user – as in transactions & use taxes)

City of Alpha

County of Iota
City of Beta

City of Gamma

County Pool Use Tax
Allocations
Support the League working with the state Board of
Equalization (BOE) to update the county pool
allocation process to ensure that more revenues are
allocated to the jurisdiction where the purchase or first
use of a product occurs (usually where the product is
delivered).

Best Laid Plans:
AB 2321 (Rodriguez)
• Low Level “fix” to county pool issue. Flounders
• Goal: allocate local Bradley-Burns use taxes from
private-to-private vehicle sales to the point of sale,
based on address information collected from
purchasers by the Department of Motor Vehicles
(DMV). Always complained about, but never fixed.
• Worked through bureaucratic issues with DMV and
BOE…but
• BOE released a detailed report city-by-city on how
the dollars would change. Concerns raised by
jurisdictions benefitting from status quo. Bill
stopped.

Sales Tax Sharing Agreements
are Eating Our Revenue Base
15% to 20% of total local sales taxes paid statewide are now
rebated back to corporations rather than funding public services.

Should such
agreements be
limited?

Local 1%
Sales Taxes

Over
$1 Billion /yr
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20% of the $6bill/yr local 1%rate = $1.2 bill

Sales Tax Agreements
Restrictions should be implemented and enforced to
prohibit the enactment of agreements designed to
circumvent the principle of situs-based sales and
redirect or divert sales tax revenues from other
communities, when the physical location of the
affected businesses does not change.

Defining Situs
Where Does the Sale Take Place?
Seller’s location? Location of product receipt? Product location?
 California’s hybrid (i.e. mixed-up) approach (generally):
 Bradley Burns  “origin” the retailer’s place of business
where negotiations take place
 Trans & Use Taxes (Add-On SUT)  “destination”
the location of product use/receipt
 Use Tax  “county pools” county of destination, then in
proportion to other taxable sales.
Origin sourcing often = concentration of tax revenue
• far in excess of service costs at the office or warehouse location
• enables / facilitates rebate agreements to vendors
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Sales Tax Sourcing Rules
Support as League policy that point of sale (situs) is where
the customer receives the product. Specific proposals in
this area should be carefully reviewed so that the impacts
of any changes are fully understood.
 This policy change to destination sourcing will likely have
the greatest impact on existing California regulations
governing how sales are treated when the location of
the sale is a warehouse or when all sales have been
deemed to be consolidated in a location, including as a
result of a sales tax agreement. The policy committee
will have additional discussions on how such a policy
change should be implemented.

Benefits of Shifting from Origin to
Destination
15% to 20% of total local sales taxes paid statewide are now
rebated back to corporations rather than funding public services.

Local 1%
Sales Taxes

When is the give-away of
taxpayer dollars justified?

Over
$1 Billion /yr
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Destination Situs
• Primary benefit identified: reducing revenues rebated
through origin-shifting local agreements.
• Another benefit: maintaining broader future distribution
of Bradley Burns revenues among cities because the
dollars would flow to the location where the product is
received by the customer (retail store, parcel delivery to
home or business, etc.)
• Impacts on existing agencies could be addressed
through delayed enactment and phase-in (over X
years), including an origin-destination split for
warehouses shipping internet-based sales. (e.g. 25/75 %).
Staff was given direction to pursue changes to sourcing rules.

Where We Ended Up
Reform issues with more likely internal consensus (Expanding
base reform):
 Digital Goods: Explore a legislative fix to the discrepancy
between taxes levied on goods in tangible vs. digital form.
 Service Tax: Broaden the sales tax base to include various
services, similar to the sales tax base of Texas and other states.
 Reforming exemptions: Sufficient revenue can be gleaned by
reviewing existing sales tax exemptions.

Where We Ended Up
Reform issues with more potential controversy (Allocation Reforms)
 County pools: Currently the BOE allocates use taxes via a
county pool system which allocates dollars to jurisdictions
based on their relative pro-rata sales tax shares within the
county. But there are ways of improving this tax allocation
process to better match where products are
delivered. Adjusting this process, however, means changing
where dollars go, creating debates between winners and losers
associated with any change.
 Tax Rebate Agreements: While the League has supported
recent legislation to tighten laws related to agreements,
avenues remain open for creative efforts that result is
consolidation of sales into a single location and an
accompanying rebate agreement. Such agreements often
result in benefits to one agency at the expense
of many others.

Where We Ended Up
Reform issues with more potential controversy (Allocation Reform):
Destination allocation: As consumers move to increasing amounts
of Internet-based purchases, this is changing where sales tax is
allocated, from brick and mortar locations, to warehouses. As a
result, sales can be consolidated in warehouse locations, often
accompanied by rebate agreements.
 A remedy is to move internet-purchases to destination-allocation
(to provide that the sales tax dollar is allocated to the location
where the consumer receives the product.
 For existing brick and mortar sales, there will be no change in
allocation, but it will affect the warehouse issue. There may be
way to mitigate impacts associated with a transition to
destination allocation, but sufficient support from cities will be
necessary to make this change.

Discussion Questions
1. Is there general support among managers for the
League’s efforts to support expansion of the sales
tax base to digital goods and services?
2. County pools: The League will need significant
internal support from city managers to fix allocation
issues at the BOE, so that the Bradley Burns dollar
goes to where the purchaser receives the product
(rather than being spread in the pool). Are
managers prepared to do that to improve the
overall system?

Discussion Questions
3) Tax agreements? Do managers agree that these
“shifting” agreements are unhealthy for the overall
welfare of cities, and should be further curbed?
4) Do managers agree that internet commerce will
continue to change the landscape affecting where
Bradley Burns tax dollars go, so considering a proposal
to phase-in to destination allocation is in the long-term
interests of cities?

